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In 1914 S. Bernstein discovered that if a real valued function f(x) and all 
its derivatives are of a constant sign in a closed interval Z, then f is the 
restriction to Z of an analytic function. The problem of determining the 
analytic character of a function f(x) from the oscillatory properties of its 
derivatives has thus become known as the Bernstein problem. For 
functions periodic on the real axis the important results are due to Polya 
and Wiener and &ego. 
THEOREM A. Let f(x) be a real periodic function of period 271 for which 
all the derivatives f ‘k’(x) exist. Let N, denote the number of distinct sign 
changes off ‘“j(x) within a period. Then 
Nk = 0( k/log k) (1) 
implies that f is the restriction to the real axis of an entire function; 
Nk = OW/dl’p) (2) 
for p > 1 implies that f is the restriction of an entire function of finite order 
<PAP- 1); 
Nk=O(l) (3) 
implies that f is a trigonometric polynomial. 
These results are essentially best possible. As stated, Theorem A was 
proved by Szegii [28], who strengthened the results of Polya and Wiener 
[ 171. For example, the latter authors had shown that Nk = o(k”*) implies 
that f is the restriction of an entire function, a result weaker than (1). 
Polya and Wiener [ 171 did suggest that an analogue of (3) holds for 
almost periodic functions. This analogue was handled more precisely by 
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Kacnel’son [lo], who considers the density of the sign changes of the 
derivatives of almost periodic functions. 
In his survey paper [ 15, p. 1883, Polya remarks that an extension of the 
Pblya-Wiener-Szeg6 results for Fourier series is possible for Fourier 
integrals, if the number of sign changes of the derivatives is replaced by a 
suitable notion of the density of the sign changes of the derivatives on the 
real axis. As far as the author is aware, this has not been done. As a result, 
it is the purpose of the current paper to address this matter. 
To start, let f(x) be a function of class Cus( - co, co). Let nk(~, /I) denote 
the number of sign changes of ffk’(x) in (~1, /I). Define the upper sign 
change density of f’“‘(x) in ( - co, cc ) by 
r5, = lim sup nk( -t , t)/2t (4) 
as t --t co. If the limit itself exists, we denote it by Nk and call it the sign 
change density. We state the main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let 
(5) 
where Ii/(t) > 0 is a real valued function that is absolutely continuous on 
(--GO, oo), satisfying lEoo $(t)dt= 1. Assume that 
s 
cc Itk$(t)l dt < Go (6) 
--?; 
for every k= 1, 2, 3,... and 
IcI( - t) = Ii/(t). (7) 
Let Nk denote the upper sign change density off ‘k’(x) in ( - co, 00 ). Then 
(A) Assuming that I,$ is nonincreasing on (0, og ) and that there exists a 
z > 0 such that Ii/(t) is strictly decreasing in [M - T, M] and $(M) # 0, if 
limWk=limN,=M/nask~oo, then 
f(x) = j”, eixt 1,9(t) dt. (8) 
Conversely, if f is given by (8), where $ E L,[ -M, M], II/(-t) = e(t), 
+(M) # 0 and the convex hull of support [11/l is C-M, M], then 
lim ii;i, = lim Nk = M/rc 
ask-co. 
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(B) Assume that $ satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Further- 
more, for the infinitely many values of s for which (1.19) holds, assume that 
there exists a z > 0, independent of s, such that tj( t) is strictly decreasing in 
[s - T, s]. Then Nk = O(k W+ ‘I), for p > 1, implies that f is the restriction 
of an entire function of finite order <p/(p - 1). By example, we show that 
this result is not best possible. 
(C) Assume that $ satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Further- 
more, for the infinitely many values of s for which (1.31) holds, assume that 
there exists a z > 0, independent of s, such that $(t) is strictly decreasing in 
[s-z, s]. Then Nk = o(k”*) implies that f is the restriction to the real axis 
of an entire function. 
Condition (6) guarantees that f is a C” function; condition (7), that f is 
real valued. The reader should also note that f is a characteristic function 
and rl/ is its density function. Properties of characteristic functions may be 
found in [12, 13, 313. 
With regard to (C) it is not known if the o(k”*) estimate is best possible, 
but it is probably not. On the other hand, the function defined by the 
trigonometric integral 
ei”e 
--(‘I dt = l/(z* + 1) 
satisfies 
(d/dz)“{ (l/(z - i)) - (l/(z + i))}/2i 
=(-l)“(n!/2i){(l/(z-i)“+‘)-(l/(z+i)”+’)}, 
whose zeros are cot(n/(n + l)), cot(2rc/(n + l)),..., cot(nn/(n + l)), which are 
n values. Since l/(z* + 1) is obviously not entire, we cannot allow O(k) 
growth for iVk in (C). 
Kacnel’son [ 111 considered the analogue of ( 1) of Theorem A for almost 
periodic functions. To state his results, let f be a Bohr almost periodic 
function of class Cm( - co, co). Let [ -0, a] be the smallest interval con- 
taining the spectrum off: We say that f belongs to the class [o] if g < cc 
and f G both belong to the spectrum off: Information on functions of the 
class [a] may be found in Levi& book [ 14, Chap. 61. Kacnel’son proves 
the following results. 
THEOREM B. Let f be a Bohr almost periodic function of class 
Cm( - co, co). Let [ -6, o] denote the smallest interval containing the spec- 
trum of jI Let iVk be defined by (4). Then lim Rk exists and satisfies the 
equation 
lim iVk = G/X. 
/c-co 
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THEOREM C. If f has bounded spectrum (CT < oo), a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition that there exists an m such that Nk = CT/II for k 3 m is that f 
belongs to the class [a]. 
Kacnel’son constructs an example of a function f having an absolutely 
convergent Fourier series which fails to have a sign change density N,, 
although by Theorem C, for k sufficiently large, the sign change density Nk 
exists. 
The results of Polya and Wiener, Kacnel’son and Szegii as well as 
Theorem 1 may be considered a converse to the problem studied by Boas 
and the author [5] and the author [19-211. In the papers [S, 19,201 the 
analytic character of periodic and almost periodic functions of class [a] as 
well as finite Fourier transforms is given, and information on the behavior 
of the sign changes of derivatives of large order is obtained. In [21], the 
analytic character of Fourier integrals is assumed and bounds on the 
behavior of the sign changes of derivatives of larger order are obtained. In 
addition to derivatives, in [5,20,21], results on the sign changes of iterates 
of other differential operators on these functions are obtained. In par- 
ticular, so-called final sets for operators on these functions are obtained. 
Other interesting results for derivatives are also available. For example, 
Edrei [7] extended the results of Boas and Polya [4] and, with con- 
siderable additional machinery, obtained final set results for derivatives of 
certain real entire functions. It is also interesting that Sharma and Tzim- 
balario [27] have extended the Boas-Polya results to linear differential 
operators. The author desists from giving further details but instead refers 
the reader to these papers. 
A discussion of further contributions made on the Bernstein problem can 
be found in the survey of Polya mentioned earlier, the paper of Boas [3] 
and the recent survey by the author [22]. Results of various kinds have 
been given by Boas and Polya [4], Hille [9], Hirschman [lo], Kacnel’son 
[ll], Polya and Wiener [17], Prather and Shaw [23], Schaeffer [24], 
Szegii [28,29] and Widder [30]. 
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We assemble in one place various facts needed to carry out the proof of 
the Theorem. The first lemma is a version of a Pblya peak result for con- 
tinuous functions, originally given by Shah [25, 261 and again by Edrei 
and Fuchs [S, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q(t), Y(t) be positive, continuous functions defined for 
t 2 to with Y(t) strictly increasing, Assume that 
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lim sup @(t ) !P( t) = co 
t-lx 
lim Q(t) = 0. 
t-LX 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Then there exists arbitrarily large values of s such that simultaneously 
Q(t) Y(t) < @(s) W), for to< t<s (1.3) 
Q(t) < @(s), for t 2s. (1.4) 
We also use information on the relationship between the order of entire 
characteristic functions and the growth of their distribution functions. 
LEMMA 2 [ 11, Theorem 11.12.41. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a distribution function F(t) to have an entire characteristic function f(z) 
of order (a + 1 )/a, CI > 0, is that 
T(t)=l-F(t)+F(-t)>O (1.7) 
for every t > 0 and 
lim inf log log (l/T( t))/log( t) = c( + 1 (1.8) 
as t+cO. 
We next give a result which connects the growth of T(t) with that of 
t)(t). While a more general result is true, we state it in a form which is 
suitable for our purposes. 
LEMMA 3 [6, Theorem 2.51. Let $(t) denote the density function as 
given in cases (B) and (C) of the theorem. Define 
O(t) = $(t) + tic-t) = W(t), 
o( 1) = t ~ l log( 1/q t)), (1.9) 
z(t) = t - ’ log( l/T( t)). 
Let A(t), B(t) be positive nondecreasing continuous functions defined for 
t>OsatisfyinglimA(t)=limB(t)=oo as t+oO.Zf 
lim inf B(w( t))/A( t) 2 y - ‘, O<YGcO t-cc 
then 
lim inf B(z(t))/A(t) 2 y-l, O<y<CO. 
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We shall take A(r) = B(t) = log(t) in (B) of the theorem. 
For analytic characteristic functions, one can describe the horizontal strip 
of convergence in terms of the growth of the distribution function. 
LEMMA 4 [13, p. 1941. Let 
f(z) = [yx eiz’ dF(t) 
be an analytic characteristic function having domain of analyticity 
-a < Im(z) < fl, where a > 0, /I > 0. Then 
a=liminf(log[l/(l -F(t))])/t 
r-m 
fl = lim inf (log( l/F( - t)))/t. 
I-cc 
Of course, for characteristic functions that are real valued on the real 
axis, which occurs for the transforms in this paper, we have p = -CC 
We now establish a result connecting the growth of the distribution 
function for an analytic characteristic function with the growth of t)(t). 
LEMMA 5. Let e(t) be given as in (C) of the theorem. Define functions 
t*(x), n*(x), T*(x), z*(x) by 
t*(x) = (Ii/(x) + t4 -xl)/2 = $(x), 
7c*(X) = log( l/t*(x)), 
T*(x) = 1 -F(x), 
T*(X) = hdl/(l -f’(x))), 
where F(x) is the distribution function for the density function tj(x). If 
liminf7C*(x)/x>yP1, OdY<oO x-a 
then 
liminfz*(x)/x3yP’, O<yQa. 
x-m 
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Proof. Let 0 < y < co. Suppose that lim inf,, m log( l/t*(x))/x > y - I. 
Take arbitrary y’, cc > y’> y. Then for all x sufficiently large, 
log( l/t*(x)) > x/y’, i.e., t*(x) 6 ep”‘Y’, for all x sufficiently large. Then 
T*(x)&F(x)=l-j’ r+(u)du+*(u)du 
-cc x 
Then l/T*(x) by’ ex’y’ and log(l/T*(x)) 2 log(y’) + x/y’. From this we get 
lim inflog(l/T*(x))/x>(y’))‘. 
x - cc 
Since y’ > y was arbitrary, we get the result. When y = co, the result is clear. 
The next lemma, which will be important in proving the theorem, will be 
proved after the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 6. Let f be given by (5), where (6) and (7) hold. Assume that the 
estimates on (1.12) have been established in case (A) with s= N, the 
estimates on (1.21) have been established in case (B), where s and k are 
appropriately linked by (1.24), and the estimates on (1.34) have been 
established in case (C), where s and k are linked by (1.36). Then for infinitely 
many k, 
&( G$ ftk’(x)) 2 s/n 
and therefore for infinitely many k, 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem B, Kacnel’son [ 1 l] established a 
result for almost periodic functions analogous to the case s = N stated 
above. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 
We follow the scheme used by Polya and Wiener [17] in their work on 
Fourier series. We first note some preliminary facts to be used in the proof 
of cases (A), (B), (C). 
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Consider the operator G,, defined for (r > 0, by 
G,f(x) = (20))’ js e-“‘-‘-6’f(d) 4. (1.10) 
Kacnel’son [ 11, p. 441 uses this operator in his work on almost periodic 
functions. When f is given by (5), computation shows that 
G,f(x) =I*, e’“‘($(t)/(t’+ o’)) dt. (1.11) 
Computations also show that [a*Z- D’]G, = Z, where Z is the identity 
operator and D = (d/dx). If u(x) is a C2 function and U(X) -+ 0 as 1x1 + co, 
since 
o*u(x) - d(x) = e-bX[e20x[eC”“u(x)]‘]‘, 
the upper density of the sign changes of [a*Z- D2] U(X) is greater than or 
equal to the upper density of the sign changes of u in (-co, co). Finally, 
computations show that 
(2#G;f’“‘(x) = jl, ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk eix’ Ii/(t) dt, 
for s > 0, where GS denotes the k-fold iterate of the operator G,Y. Suppose 
first that f is given by (5) and suppose that t,b(t) # 0 in some interval 
[N, N + S] for 6 > 0 and is a strictly decreasing function there for some 
N > M. We write 
x i“ eiXf[2Nt/(N2+ t2)lk($(t)/$(N)) dt. 
Next, we estimate 
(j::+a,+j:::6+j:+J ikeixf[2Nt/(N2+ t2)lk$(t)/$(N) dt (1.12) 
in modulus and show that these terms tend to 0 as k + co. 
When ItI <N-CJ or (tl aN+a, for a>O, then 
[2Nt/(N2 + t*)]’ + 0 (1.13) 
as k + a, so the claim made about (1.12) holds. In Lemma 6, we show 
that the density of the sign changes of (2N)kG”,f’k’(~), for infinitely many 
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k, and since [N2Z- D2]kG”,f’k’(~) =fck’(x), the density of the sign 
changes of f@‘(x), is at least N/rr > M/rc. That is, nk = Nk > M/X, for 
infinitely many k. 
Conversely, if f is given by 
where $ E Lr [ -M, M], $( - t) = $(t) and the convex hull of support [$I 
is [-M, M], then f is the restriction of an entire function of exponential 
type [2, Sect. 6.8, 161. By Theorem 2 of [S], the final set off (that is, a set 
S, where z0 E S when every neighborhood of z0 contains zeros of infinitely 
many derivatives off) consists of the set of points 
z = (2Mi) -l[@ + 27cZ)], (1.14) 
where 8 = arg($( - M)/ti(M)) and I= 0, f 1, f 2 ,... . As a result, as k + co, 
the density of the sign changes of ftk’(x) satisfies 
lim Kk = M/n. 
k+cc 
(1.15) 
We next prove (B). Let p > p > 1 and suppose that f is given by (5), 
where $(I) satisfies the conditions stated in (B) and f represents an entire 
function having order p/(p - 1) > p/( p - 1). By Lemma 3 
li,m kf log log [ l/T(x)]/fog(x) = p. (1.16) 
By Lemma 3, with A(t) = B(t) = log(t) and p - 1 = y - ‘, we claim that 
l’l$ ?f log log Cl/$( t)]/log( t) d p. (1.17) 
For, if the left side of (1.17) is equal to q > p, then using the lemma we get 
lim inf log log [ l/T( t)]/log( t) > rj > p 
which is not so. Then, since p > p, 
lim sup $(t) efP = co, 
t-03 
lim +(t)=O. 
,-+oO 
(1.18) 
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Using Lemma 1 (where $ has the role of @ and efP the role of Y) there 
exists arbitrarily large values of s tending to infinity such that 
(1.19) 
By Lemma 1, $(s) # 0. Let E = E(S) > 0 be taken such that Ii/(t) # 0 in 
each of the intervals [s -E, s + E] (and accordingly in [ - (s + E), --s + E 3). 
We consider the integral 
(1//(~))-'(2s)~Gff'~'(x)= j= ik eix’[2st/(s2 + t2)]k~(t)/ll/(s) dt (1.20) 
-m 
and subdivide this integral over subintervals as 
We estimate 
Tk[2st/(s2 + t2)]k(~(t)/$(s)) dt (1.21) 
in modulus and proceed to show that these terms tend to 0 as k + 00. 
Our ultimate goal is to show that there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
for infinitely many values of k tending to infinity the upper density of the 
sign changes of f’“‘(x) in (-co, co) is greater than or equal to 
(ck/p)“@+‘). Using that II/( -t)/$( -s) = $(t)/$(s), we estimate 
eixtik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk$(t)/$(s) dt 
CW(s* + t2)lk I$(tYW)l dt. 
Using (1.19), we get that the above integrals are 
<2 s s--C C2st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(sP - P) dt + 2 lrn [2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt. 
(1.22) 
0 S+E 
We estimate the second integral in (1.21) using Laplace’s method. We 
first, however, estimate the first integral. Note that [2st/(s2 + t2)lk = 
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[I +(s-t)2/2st]Pk and t2 - 2ts + s2 < 2st if and only if t < (2 + 3 ‘/‘)s. This 
is implied by t <s/4. We therefore subdivide the first integral in (1.21) into 
(I/:*+l::&) [2st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(sP - tp) dt. 
Using that (1+x)-kexp(-x/2), for O<x<l, when O<t<s/4, we get 
[ 1 + (s - t)2/2st] ~ k < exp( -k(s - t)2/4st) and hence the first integral in 
(1.23) is less than 
s 
s/4 
exp( -k(s - t)2/4st + (sp - tP)) dt 
0 
s 
314 
< exp( -k(s - t)2/4st + psP-‘(s - t)) dt 
0 
s s/4 = exp(psP-‘(s - t) - k(s - t)2/4st) dt. 0 
Since t < s/4, i.e., -t - ’ < -4s- ‘, the above integral is less than 
s 
s/4 
exp(psP-1(s-t)-k(s-t)2/s2)dt 
0 
s/4 
= 
j exp(-psP-1[-(s-t)+(~-t)2k/psP+1])dt 0 
s 
s/4 
= exp(-psP-‘[g(s- t)2- (s- t)] dt 
0 
where g = k/psP + ‘, that is 
k= gpsp+‘, (1.24) 
We choose g = g(s), p + 1 < g < p + 2, such that k is an integer. We now 
write the above integral as 
s 
s/4 
exp(-psP-‘(s-t)[g(s-t)-l])dt. 
0 
Since (s - t) > 3s/4, we get that this integral is less than or equal to 
s 
s/4 
exp( -psp-‘(s - t)[(3gs/4) - 11) dt 
0 
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= exp( -psp( (3gs/4) - 1)) 
xexp(ps”([(3gs/4)-1]/4)-1)/ps”-‘[(3gs/4)-1] 
= {exp( -3@C((3gs/4) - 1)1/4) 
-exp(-PSp[(3gs/4)- 1])j/psPP’[(3gs/4)- 11. (1.25) 
For g and k taken according to (l-24), this term tends to 0 as k + co. 
We next estimate the second integral in (1.23). We have 
s ’ ’ [2st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(sP - tP) dt r;4 
i 
s c 
< [2~t/(? + t2)lk exp(pP-- ‘) dt 
.\/4 
i 
A - 1. 
= [ 1 + (s - t)2/2st] ~ k exp( psp- ‘) dt. 
.> /4
Since s/4 < t < s - E, --s + E < --t < -s/4, so (s - t)2 > E*. Therefore 
[1+(S-t)2/2St]-k<[1+&*/2S(S-&)]-k 
i 
s-e 
[l + (s- t)2,/2st]-k exp(psP-‘) dt 
J/4 
s .I - I: < [l +~~/2s(s--s)]-~exp(ps~-‘)dt .s/4 
= [Zs(s - s)/(s2 + 2s(s- s))lk exp(@-‘)((3s/4) - 1) 
= [(2S(S - &)/(E2 + 2s(s - E)) 
xexp(l/gs2)((3s/4)- l)l/~P~‘P+‘]~p~P+‘, (1.26) 
by (1.24). The expression in the brackets in ( 1.26) is less than one when 
[2s(s - &)/(E2 + 2s(s - E))] < exp( - l/gs2)[(3s/4) - 1) -l’gPSP+‘, 
which is true when 
(82 +2s(s-E))/2s(s-e))>B=exp(l/gs2)[(3s/4)- l]r’@+‘. 
Now, the right side of the preceding inequality is 
cxpCl/gs2 + (log((3$/4) - l))lg~s p+ ‘1 which tends monotonically to one as 
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s--f GO. The left side is 1+ s2/2s(s - E). By comparing the absolute value of 
the derivative of each side, we see that the above inequality does hold for s 
sufficiently large. Taking note of (1.24), we see that the term in (1.26) tends 
toOask-+co. 
We next estimate the infinite integral in (1.22) using Laplace’s method. 
We have that 
2 j-I [2st/(s* -t t2)lk dt 
Sfi: 
<2 s Oc [2st/(s* + t2)lk dt I 
=2j” [2(t/s)/(l + (t/s)2)lkdt 
1 
=2s 
i 
m [2w/(l +w*)-f=dw 
1 
-s[2n/k]“2=s[2n/gps”+‘]1’2 
as k + co. (See Polya and Szego [ 15, Part 2, Chap. 5, Nos. 201 I). The 
above terms tend to 0 as k + co, since p > 1 and (1.24) holds. As claimed, 
we have now shown that the terms in (1.21) tend to 0 in modulus as 
k-+co. 
We show in Lemma 6 that, for infinitely many k, the upper density of the 
sign changes of (~s)“GF~‘~‘(x) and, since [s*1- D2]kG~f’“‘(~) = f@‘(x), 
the upper density of the sign changes of f’“‘(x) is greater than or equal to 
s/n = [k/gp] ‘lcp + “In, 
where (1.24) holds. Using the constraints on g(s) and p we obtain that the 
upper density of the sign changes of fck’(x), for infinitely many k taken 
according to (1.24), is greater than or equal to 
(k/(p+2)p)““‘+? 
Therefore, if nk = O(k’/(P + ‘) ), for p > 1, then f is the restriction to the real 
axis of an entire function having order Q p/(p - 1). 
Result (B) is not best possible, but our method of proof does not seem to 
provide a stronger result. For our example, let 
~(2) = jiU, eizf e - 12’ dt, (1.27) 
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where p > 1 is an integer. Then S represents an entire function having order 
2p/(2p - 1 ), 1 < 2p/(2p - 1) < 2, with infinitely many real zeros. The 
methods of a previous paper of the author [21, p. 2071 show that 
,f@)(x) - f2[k/2p] 1’2p exp( -k/2p). 
cos( (k/2p)“QX) 
sin( (k/2p)1/2px) 
[-n/-2k[1+2p(2p- l)]]“’ (1.28) 
as k + 00, uniformly for x in a compact interval I on the real axis, say 
I= [-TX, TX]. Now, cos((k/2p)1’2Px) =0 when 
x = (2p/k)“2p( 21+ 1) 7r/2), 
for I= 0, + 1, f2,.... The number of sign changes nk( - Tn, Tn) of 
cos(Wp) “2px) in Z is the greatest integer less than or equal to 
2T(k/2p)‘/2p - 1. The number of sign changes of sin((k/2p)1’2px) in I is the 
greatest integer less than or equal to 2T(k/2p)1’2P. Therefore, as k tends to 
infinity, 
Rk - (k/2p)“2p. (1.29) 
Proof of (C). Suppose that 
f(z) = [_“, e”‘II/( t) dz 
= s a erzt dF( t) -cc 
is not the restriction of an entire function. Then, by Lemma 4, 
co rc(=liflkf (log[l/(l -F(z))])/?. 
We claim that 
lim inf (log( l/$(t)))/? = A Q CI. 
I--tat 
For if the latter lim inf is 3~ > CI, then by Lemma 5, so is the former 
lim inf p > ~1, which is false. Consequently for all t sufficiently large, 
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Now, let 8 > CI 3 1. Then 
lim sup G(t) exp(6t) = co, 
lim$(t)=O 
(1.30) 
the second condition holding by hypothesis. By Lemma 1 (with exp(&) 
having the role of Y and tj having the role of @), there exists arbitrarily 
large values of s such that 
WM4 d evW - th OQt<s (1.31) 
and 
$(t) 6 ccl(s), t > s. 
By Lemma 1, $(s) # 0. Take E = E(S) > 0 such that t,b(t) # 0 in each of the 
intervals [s - E, s + E]. As in case (B) we consider the integral 
($(s)) -‘(2~)~G,kf’~‘(x) =jm ik ei-yf[2st/(s2 + t2)]%,b(t)/$(s) dt (1.32) 
-cx 
and break the integral up as 
We wish to show that there exists constants C= C(S) tending to infinity 
with s such that the upper density of the sign changes of G$fck’(x) (and 
consequently that of S’“‘(x)) in (-co, cc) is greater than or equal to 
(k/C) ‘/*/n. 
We now estimate 
ik eix’[2st/(s2 + t2)lk$(t)/$(s) dt (1.34) 
in modulus and proceed to show that these terms tend to 0 as k + co. Since 
$( - t) = $(t), the modulus of (1.34) is 
G 2(j:-&+j:&) lW(s2 + t2)lk bk(t)lW)l dt. 
By (1.31) this integral is 
<2 [2st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(@s- t)) dt 
> 
+ 2 jrn [2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt. 
S+E 
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We estimate the latter integral using Laplaces method. Now, 
2 j’” 
s + E 
[2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt < 2 jm [2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt 
1 
= 2 jm [2( t/s)/( 1 + ( t/s)2)]k dt 
1 
= 2s 
s m [2w/( 1 + w’)]” dw 1 
NS[27r/k] 1’2, 
using the usual asymptotic expansion of an integral [ 18, Part 2, Chap. 5, 
Nos. 2011. 
By (1.36) and the statement hat follows, this term tends to 0 as k -+ co. 
We next estimate the first integral 
5 
S-E 
[2st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(Qs - t)) dt. (1.35) 
0 
Now, [2st/(s2 + t2)lk = [ 1 + (s - t)2/2st] pk and (s - t)2/2st < 1 if and only 
if t < ~(2 + 3’12). So t < s/4 implies this. We now subdivide the integral in 
(1.35) into two integrals corresponding to t 6 s/4 and s/4 < t < s - E. Using 
that (l+~))~<exp(-k/2), for O<x<l, we get [l+(~-t)~/2st]-~< 
exp( -k( t - s)2/4st) when t 6 s/4 and accordingly 
I 
s/4 
[ 1 + (s - t)2/2st] ~ k exp(Q(s - t)) dt 
0 
J‘ 
s/4 
< exp[ -k(s - t)2/4st] exp(Qs - t)) dt 
0 
s/4 
< 
5 exp[ -k(s - t)2/s2] exp(8(s - t)) dt 0 
s 
s/4 
= exp[-(s-t){k(s-t)/s2-O}]dt. 
0 
Now, t 6 s/4 if and only if s-t 3 3~14. Since s tends to infinity by 
Lemma 1, given any constant D, for s sufficiently large, 3s/4 2 D. Therefore 
the above integral is 
I 
s/4 
< exp( - (s - t)[kD/s2 - 01) dt. 
0 
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We take g = kD/s2, that is, 
k = gs=/D. (1.36) 
Take g = g(s), where the values of s are given by Lemma 1, tending to 
infinity in such a way that k remains an integer. Then the integral becomes 
s 
d4 
exp[-(s-t)[g-KJ] dt 
0 
=exp(-s(g--B)){expC(s(s-e)/4)- W/k0) 
= Cexp(-3s(g-e)/4)-exp(-s(g-e))l/(g-e). (1.37) 
Let g > 8 be taken such that as k tends to infinity according to (1.36), the 
term in (1.37) tends to 0. 
We next estimate the integral 
s 
(‘-‘) [ 1 + (S - t)*/2~t] -k exp(B(s - t)) dt. 
s/4 
(1.38) 
Now, s/4 < t < (s -E), so that 
Cl/( 1 + (S - r)‘/2st)]k < [l/( 1 + E2/2S(S - E))-Jk 
= [2S(S - &)/(E2 + 2s(s- &))-Jk. 
Therefore, 
s 
(s--E) 
[ 1 + (S - 1)2/2~t] -k exp(f!J(s - t)) dt 
s/4 
< 
s 
(‘+‘) [2s(s-.s)/(~~+2~(~-s))]~exp(30~/4)dt 
s/4 
= [2s(s-~)/(s~+2~(~--s))]~exp(38s/4)((3~/4)--~) 
= [ (2S(S - &)/(E2 + 2S(S - E))) 
x exp(30D/4gs)( (3s - 4~)/4)~‘~“‘] @‘ID, (1.39) 
by (1.36). The expression in the brackets in (1.39) is less than one when 
[ (2s(s - e)/(&* + 2s(s - &)))(3~/4)“‘“‘] < exp( - 3OD/4gs), 
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which holds when 
(6’ + 2s(s - E))/~s(s - E) < (3~/4)~‘~“* exp(3BD/4gs). 
The right side of the preceding inequality is 
exp( 38D/4gs + (log( 3s/4))/Dgs2, which tends monotonically to one as 
s + co. The left side is 1 + s2/2s(s - E). By comparing the absolute value of 
the derivative of each side, we see that the above inequality does hold for s 
sufficiently large. Taking note of (1.36), we see that the term in (1.39) tends 
toOask-+co. 
We have now shown that the terms in (1.34) tend in modulus to 0 as 
k -+ co. We show in Lemma 6 that, for infinitely many k, the upper density 
of the sign changes of G:fck’(x) and, since 
Dk[s2Z- D21kG:f(x) = [s2Z- D2]kG~f’k’(~) =fck’(x), 
the upper density of the sign changes of fckJ(x), is greater than or equal to 
s/n = [ Dk/g] “2/~. 
The proof is now complete. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 6 
For the proof of the case (A), where s = N, we follow the method of Kac- 
nel’son [ll, Theorem 11. For cases (B) and (C), where s and k are linked 
by (1.24) and (1.36) respectively, we present a separate argument utilizing 
that which has been done earlier in the proof of the theorem. 
Assume that lim flk = al/n < s/x. Then lim mk(Gff’k)(x)) 6 o,/rc. For if 
the latter limit is larger than 6&c, then for all k sufficiently large, 
Rk(Gffck’(x)) > a&. Since [s2Z- D2]“Gff’“‘(x) = f’“‘(x) and 
[s2Z- D21k preserves the upper density of the sign changes, we have 
Rk > a& for all k sufficiently large and accordingly since No < m, d E2 6 . . . 
we have lim m, > a,/n, contrary to the assumption. 
We now start the argument for the case s = N. Since by hypothesis on II/, 
i;,; v+(t) df = 1, g iven fl> 0, there exists a constant ti = &(/I) 2 N + z such 
(2.1) 
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Recall that 
(2N)kGk,f’“‘(~) = I_“, ik e”‘[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lky2(t) dt. 
Define 
E+ = {x:eiN”fe-iNx> l} (i=O, 1) 
E; = {x: eiNx+epiNX< -I} (i=O, 1) 
E z&&i = x: 
i I 
((WV) - ‘W)kGkf’k’(~) 
P-2) 
- s ik e’“‘[2Nt/(N2 + t’)]“$(t)/$(N) dt Irlciii 
and 
Ea,k,d T) = E,,,c,,o n ( - T, T). (2.3) 
Here plus corresponds to i= 0, minus to i= 1. Now, ET and E; are 
periodic sets having period 2x/N and are real intervals having length 
21tj3N. As a result, 
inf Ix+ 
x+ E E+x- E Em 
-x-l =7c/3N (i=O, 1). (2.4) 
Now, by Chebyshev’s inequality and (2.1) we have that 
< lim (2T)-’ I* / (2N)kt,h(N)-‘G~f(k)(~) 
T-W -T 
- s ik eiX’[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk+( t)/$( N) dt dx 111 Q Ii? 
G !irn (2~ lr, {J,t,,u lik[2Nt/(N2 + t21k e”“$(t)/$(N)I dt dx 
< s ,I, > A@(t)lW) dt < BMW (2.5) 
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Therefore by (2.5), 
In (2.5) and (2.6), p denotes Lebesgue measure. Denote 
m+ =m+(T)(m- = m-(T)) to be the number of intervals E+(T) (resp. 
E;(T)) contained in ( - T, T) but not in Ea,k,~( T). Using the periodicity of 
E,? and E,: and using (2.6), we get 
l’;m iy;nfm+(p{E,,k,M -6’3)Wb Nl - (38/ti(~)a))/2~, 
(2.7) 
Next, let E > 0, and Q = &T(N), where 
T(N) = 1;:: [2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk0 dt 
where k, is a fixed large positive integer, t is a fixed positive number, both 
to be later specified. If P < Cl- al/W ICI(N) s5’W)/3, then 
N(l - 3/?/$(N)a)/2rr > a/27r and for any integer k, there exists points 
xl, xI+ 1 > x,, I= 0, 1, 2 ,..., such that 
exp( iNx,,) + exp( - iNx,,) > 1, 
exp(iNx2,+ ,I + exp( -iNxzI+ ‘1~ -1, 
(2.9) 
and 
mwt~* + f2)l k e”“l’$(t)/$(N) dt <&T(N). 
Briefly, (2.9) can be expressed as 
X2, E E+ (T) n CEETcNj,k,~ (i=O, 1) 
X z/ + 1 E J-T (T) n C&,,,,,s (i=O, 1) 
l=O, +1, +2,... (2.10) 
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where CE denotes the set theoretic complement of E. Furthermore, 
N+ =lim infn+(T)/2T>o,/2rc, 
T-CC 
NP = lim inf n-( T)/2T> a,/2rc, 
T-00 
where n+( T)(n-( T)) denotes the number of xzI (resp. xzI+ ,) in (- T, T). 
To establish (2.10), we have used the estimate in (2.8) to obtain 
~(1 - (3w(N)4)/2~ 
> N( 1 - 3( 1 - cr,/N) $(N) .sT(N)/3eT(N) $(N))/27t 
= N( 1 - (1 - or/N))/271 = aJ27r. 
The preceding argument will be later used in establishing part (A) of the 
theorem. The next argument will apply to all three cases, with s = N in case 
(A) and s and k are appropriately linked by (1.24) and (1.36) in cases (B) 
and (C), respectively. 
Recall that 
(W-‘(WkG$(x)= 1 ( ,,..,~~+~-~<,~,~~+.+~,,....) 
x ik e’“‘[2st/(s2 + t2)lk$(t)/lC/(s) dr. (2.11) 
We later discuss the estimates for the first and third integrals. First we con- 
sider the second integral, which we subdivide into 
(i,:+,,+i_‘l+i:-~+~+*) 
x ik eix’[2st/(s2 + t2)lktj(t)/ll/(s) dr. (2.12) 
We write the second and third integrals in (2.12) as 
{ ik e-‘=[2st/(s* + r2)lk ~(t)/~(s) 
+ ikCeix’ - eixs] [2st/(s2 + t2)lk +(t)/$(s)} dl 
+f, {ike”[2st/(s2+ t2)lk cl/(t)/$(s) 
+ ikCeix’ - erxs] [2sr/(s2 + t2)lk t,b(t)/$(s)} dr. (2.13) 
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Now, rewrite the first and third integrands in (2.13) as 
c 
-SCT 
e - ISX ik[2st/(? + t2)Ik dt 
-s 
i 
-s+r 
+ e-i.w ik[2st/(s’ + t2)lk($(t)/$(s) - 1) dt 
--s 
5 
’ + eisx ik[2st/(s2 + t21k dt 
s-7 
+ eisx s ’ ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk(t,b(t)/ll/(s) - 1) dt. 
(2.14) 
s-r 
For the second and fourth integrals in (2.14), since Ii/(t) is absolutely and 
thus uniformly continuous, given E > 0, choose z > 0 independent of s such 
that if (tl E [s-r, s], we have It)(t)/+(s) - 11 <E. Then 
I( J‘ 
--S+7 
e - isx + eisx ’ ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk($(t)/$(s) - 1) dt 
-3 J 1 ., - i 
<E(,_+7+i’p,) I[2st/(s2+t2)]Jkdt. (2.15) 
Similarly, we write the first and fourth integrals in (2.12) as 
s 
-3 
{ ik eC’““[2st/(s*+ t2)lk $(t)/t+b(s) (s + 7) 
+ ik Ceixr _ e ~ ;.XS 1 CWb* + t2)lk W/W} dl 
+s 
s+r 
(i” e’xs[2st/(s2 + t2)lk t+b(t)/$(s) 
s 
+ i“[e’” - ei”‘] [2st/(s* + t2)lk $(t)/$(s)} dt 
and write the first and third integrands in (2.16) as 
- .v 
e - i,s* s ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt -(s+T) 
(2.16) 
+,-in e-S 
s 
ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk(+(t)/$(s) - 1) dr 
-(SfT) 
s 
5+i 
+ eisx ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt 
s 
s S+T + eisx ik[2st/(s2 + t*)]“($(t)/$(s) - 1) dz. (2.17) s 
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Using uniform continuity of $, we estimate the second and fourth integrals 
in (2.17) as before to get 
ik[2st/(s2 + t*)]“($(t)/$(s) - 1) dt 
1 [2st/(s2 + t2)lkl dt. (2.18) 
We next estimate the second and fourth terms in (2.13) and (2.16). 
Now, 
~(j_~~+rj+J”~,~+‘) i”[eix’-e~ix”][2st/(s2+t2)]k~(t)/tj(s 
+I,,+f::+r) I CW(s* + t2)lkl $(tYW)l dt 
and 
l(J~pT+j~+T) ik[Pr- eLy”][2st/(s” + t2)lk $(t)/@(s) dt 
[2st/(s2 + t2)]“ $(t)/$(s) dt. 
) dt 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Now, in each of the three cases (A), (B), and (C), we have assumed that 
y?(t) decreases trictly in the intervals [s-q s] for some fixed z > 0. Then, 
by the Bonnet form of the second mean value theorem for integrals [12, 
p. 24; 30, p. 171 we have 
2 js [2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt 
s- t 
=2 j-’ [2st/(.F2+t2)lkdt<213 [2st/(J2+t2)lkdt (2.21) 
s-* s-z 
for some &, , s - t < &?I <s. Similarly, 
2.f 
--s+T 
I[2st/(s* + t2)]“l dt 
-3 
=2 j-s+’ I [2st/(s2 + t2)lkl dt < 2 j-‘+’ I [2st/(s2 + t2)]“ dt (2.22) 
82 --s 
for some $, -s<c??*< -s+z. 
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Furthermore, by the assumtions made on $ in case (A) and by (1.19) 
and (1.3 1) in cases (B) and (C), respectively, we have 
rt/(s2 + t2)lk dr, 2 1’+’ [2st/(s* + t2)lk @(t)/$(s) dt < 2 i”” [2: 
s s 
-’ 2 I -(s+T) 
I [2st/(s* + t2)-Jkl ~,G(t)/lC/(s)l dt < 2 j-” 
-(s+T) 
1 [2st/(s2 + t2)lkl dt. 
The “remainders” in (2.20) and (2.21) are 
2 j’ [2st/(s* + t2)lk dr + 2 [” [2st/(s* + t2)lk dt. 
4 7 
Summarizing (2.11)-( 2.23 ), we get 
(v+)) - ‘(WkW%) 
s 
S+T 
= Lsx e ik[2sr/(s2 + t2)lk dt 
s-7 
I 
-s+r 
+ e ~ lsx ik[2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt + R 
-(SfT) 
ik eix’[2st/(s2 + t2)lk $(t)/$(s) dt, (2.24) 
where, by (2.15), (2.18), (2.21), (2.22), (2.23), we have 
IRI <~(j~;s::,+j”;-;) IC’Wb2+~2)lkl dt
+2(jJ:r+%‘1;) I[2st,(s2+t2),kl dt 
+2(jI;,+Tj+ s”) I[2st,(s2+t2),kl dt, (2.25) 
for some cff,, $, s--t<&,<<, -SC&*< --s+t. 
When k is even, the first two terms in (2.24) take the form 
+ { eisx - e -=> j5;;T7 [2st/(s* + t’)l” & (2.26) 
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and when k is odd, they take the form 
fi{e”“+e-is”} js+r[2~1/(~2+t2)]kdl. 
3-T 
(2.27) 
We now complete the proof of the theorem in case (A) with s = N. Since 
fi> N+ T (cf. (2.1)), Eq. (2.24) can be written as 
$(N)-'(2N)kG$f'k'(~) 
5 
Ntr 
=e 
iNX ik[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk dt 
N-7 
-Ntr 
+ e ~ iNx s 
ik[2Nt/(N2 + ty + R 
-(N+r) 
+.i 
ik ei”‘[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk dt, 
Irl<N--r 
(2.28) 
where 
,~~<2(j~~~+j~‘“)~[2Nt/(N2tt2)lildt 
+2(jI;-r + j;+*) I[2Nt/(N2+t2)lkl dt 
+i(j~(~-)+ 6’:) I[2Nt/(N2+t2)lkI dt 
+ (2l@ IC/(N)-‘Gk,f’k’(~) 
- 
s 
eix’ ik[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk t,b(t)/$(N) dt . (2.29) 
Ifl>W 
Estimating the last term in (2.28) and using the hypothesis on $ in 
case (A), we get that 
C2W(N2 + t2)lk rCl(tY$(N dt 
6 s I [2Nt/(N2 + t2)lkl dt. IlI<N--r 
(2.30) 
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Now, since 1 [2Nt/(N2 + t’)] 1 is a strictly increasing function of (tJ and as 
an easy calculation shows that [2N(N- W)/(N2 + (N- W)2] < 
[ 2N( N + W)/( N2 + (N + W)*] for 0 < I W( < N, given E > 0, choose k, such 
that 
for Itl<N-zandanyx, where N<Ixl<N+t.Then 
I [2Nt/(N* + t2)lk”l dt < cs I [2Nx,/(N2 + x;)lkol, (2.31) 
where x,, E (N, N + z) is that particular value for which upon using the First 
Mean Value Theorem for integrals, the right side of inequality (2.31) is 
equal to 
s 
N+r 
s 
Nfr 
& 1 [2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk”l dz < E 1 [2Nt/(N2 + t2)-Jkol dt. 
N N-T 
Thus, from (2.28), (2.29) and the preceding estimates we get 
I)(N)-‘(~N)~“G”N”~(~O)(X) 
=e 
iNx iko[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lk0 dt 
--N+r 
+ e - iN.r iko[2Nt/(N2 + t2)lko dt + S, (2.32) 
-(N+r) 
where 
I [2Nt/(N2 + t2)-jkol dt 
+I 1[2Nt/(N* + t2)lk01 dt 
+c(jI,;-j+j;;:) I[2Nt/(N2+t2)lk01 dt 
[2Nt/(N2 + t2)Iko dt 
+ (2N)k0 I)(N) -- lG$f’k”‘(~) 
- 
s 
eix’ iko[2Nt/(N2 + t2)Ik0 $(t)/$(N) dt 
111 <R 
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When k, is odd, the first two terms of (2.32) take the form 
+j{eiNx+e-iNx } 1;;; [2Nr/(N2+ t2)lk0 dt, 
and when k, is even, they take the form 
+ {eiNx-,-iN.Y } j-l;: [2Nt/(N2 + t2)lko dt. 
We use the results established at the beginning of the proof of this lemma 
to get 
ip ‘$(N) - ‘(2N)koG~f’ko’(~,) >0. (2.33) 
Taking into account the density of the sign changes of 
exp( - Nx,) f exp(iNx,), as given in (2.10), we conclude that 
~ko(G$f’ko’(~)) 2 N/n > al/n 
and consequently 
which contradicts the assumption made at the outset. Therefore the upper 
density of the sign changes iVk satisfies, for infinitely many k, Rk 2 N/x. 
This completes the proof of (A). 
For cases (B) and (C), we complete the argument by giving the details 
for case (B), where k and s linked by (1.24). The argument in case (C) is 
completely analogous, where k and s are linked by (1.36) and is therefore 
omitted. 
Referring back to (2.24) we examine the estimates previously done on 
the integrals 
lL.+L5+~ eix’[2st/(s2 + t2)lk $(t)/$(s) dt . 
First, we examine the term 
~ eix’PW2 + t2)lk Il/(tNb) dt , 
which by (1.19) is less than 
s I[2st/(s* + t2)-Jkl dt. /rl>s+r (2.34) 
409:10x l-13 
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By means of a change of variable, we write (2.34) as 
where X is to be chosen. Choose X suffkiently large so that for W > X, we 
have 1 + W* > (( 1 + W)/a)’ for some constant a, 1 < a 6 2, say. Then 
2s a(2W/(1+W2))tdw<2a2k~jm(W/(1+W)2)kdw 
s X X 
m -c 2a2ks 
s 
(1 + W)--kdw x 
= 2&/(x+ l)k- ‘(k - 1). (2.35) 
With k = gpsp + ’ and p > 1, this term of course tends to 0 as k + co. 
However, we want to compare (2.35) with 
! 
” 
[2st/(s2 + t2)Ik dt, 
s -~ T 
which by Laplaces Method is asymptotic to 
@n/gpsp+‘]‘L [2n/gp]‘+PJ*+‘l2 
as k --f co. Given E > 0, choose k I sufficiently large subject to ( 1.24) so that 
2a%/(X + 1 )k’ ~ l (k, - 1) < ; 
0 
[2n/gp]“‘s -p’2+ I”. 
As a result we get that 
2s svs (2 W/(1 + W2))k’ dw < ; j”T [2st/(,s* + t2)lk’ dt. (2.36) 
X 0 3-z 
For the term 
2s .r [2W/(l+ W*)]“dw, l+r/s<W<X 
since (2 W/( 1 + W’))” is strictly decreasing for 1 + z/s < W d X, by the first 
mean value theorem for integrals, the above integral is equal to 
(2.37) 
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for some IV,, 1 + z/s < IV, < X. Given E > 0, as before, choose k2 sufficiently 
large subject to (1.24) so that the term in (2.37) is (where k= k2) less than 
[ 2st/( s* + t*)] k2 dt. 
In summary, for k, = max{ k,, k,}, we get 
s Irl>s+r I [2st/(s2 + t2)lk” dt <E j’+’ [2st/(s* + t2)-Jka dt. s-1 
We next examine the estimates previously obtained in the proof of the 
theorem for the term 
Ii. lf, <9-~ e”TW(~* + t2)lk ti(tMs) dt . 
By (1.19) this integral is majorized by 
2s [2,st/(s* + t2)lk exp(sP- tP) dt rss- T 
=2(j:<s,4+L<-~ [2.st/(s2 + t2)lk exp(sP - tp) dt, 
which by (1.25) and (1.26) take the form 
{exp( -3psPf1 [(&+)-~-‘w4) 
-exp(-psPf1[(3g/4)-sP’])}/psP-‘(3g.s/4- 1) 
+ [2s(s - t)/(z’ + 2s(s - z)lk(exp( l/gs2)((3s/4) - l)l’k}k 
= T, + T, (2.38) 
with T, and T, as indicated. 
The first factor in the term T, is reformulated by 
[2s(s - t)/(t2 + 2s(s - z)]k = [2s(s - z)/(? + (s - 2)*)-y. 
We again wish to compare the two terms in (2.38) with 
I 
s + r 
[2st/(s* + t2)-Jk dt, 
s-r 
which is larger than 
s 
s+T 
[2st/(s* + t2)-Jk dt 
s 
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and this, in turn, is equal to 
2z[2sto/(? + ti)lk 
for some t,, s < t, < s + z, by the first mean value theorem for integrals. 
Since (x/e)“ -+ 0 as k -+ co for 1x1 < 1, given E >O, choose k1 sufficiently 
large so that 
E 0, JfT IT,‘< 2 [2st/(s2 + P)lk dt. SIT (2.39) 
Next, we consider T,. By the first mean value theorem for integrals used 
twice, we can write 
s S+T [2st/(s2 + tyy dt S-T 
[2st/(s2 + t2)lk dt 
= z[2st1/(s2 + tf)]k+ z[2st2/(s2+ tZ)]k 
forsomet,,t2,s--ttt,<s,s<t2<s+z.Thus,given&>O,choosek,suf- 
ficiently large subject to (1.24) so that 
17-21 < (3 j’+’ [2st/(s2 + t2)lk2 dt. 
\ 7 
(2.40) 
With k,=max{k,, k,}, we get (2.39) and (2.40) to hold. 
In summary, we get from (2.24) that 
i‘ 
.,+r = eisx iko[2st/(s2 + t2)lk” dt 
s-7 
+ e - isx 
s 
s + 7 
iko[2st/(s2 + t2)lk” dt + R, + R,, (2.41) 
s T 
where R, is subject to the inequality (2.25) (with k being equal to k,) and 
R, satisfies 
lR2( < 2~ j’+’ [2st/(s2 + t2)-Jk0 dt, 
S-T 
where if k, is even, the first two terms of (2.41) take the form (2.26), and if 
k, is odd, they take the form (2.27). 
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Now, the sets 
F+={x:e+‘““+e-‘““,l}, 
F- = ix :e+i=+e-i.yx= -1) - 
are periodic intervals on the real axis with period s/27c and length 2rc/3s. 
With X~,E Ft, x1/+, E Fp, since the density of the intervals F+, F- in 
( - cc, cc) is s/2x, we get that 
i-‘$(s)p 1(2~)koG,k”f”‘o’(~,) > 0 
and 
Nko( G$‘fck”‘(x)) > s/n = [k,/gp] “(P + ’ ) > oJn 
where k, and s are linked by (1.24). 
Since [s2Z- D21k0 preserves the upper density of the sign changes, we 
have that 
IV~,(f’““‘(X)) > o,/n 
contrary to assumption. 
Consequently, the upper density of the sign changes E,Jf’k’(.~)) satisfies 
for infinitely many k, 
Nk(fck)(x)) 2 s/n = [k/gp] ‘A~+ “/n. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
One could alternately argue that the operator 
does not increase the upper density of the sign changes of f by using 
Schoenberg’s well known theory of variation diminishing transformations, 
Indeed, 
2-l Srn e-“e -‘r’dr=(z+l)-‘(z-l)-‘, -a. 
which is the reciprocal of a polynomial having real roots, the polynomial 
being a special case of a so called Laguerre-Polya function. By Schoen- 
berg’s theory, G, is variation diminishing, which establishes the result. 
An interesting open problem remains. It is to analyze the proof of Szeg6 
[28] as has been done for the proof of Polya and Wiener [17] and 
develop the continuous analogue of his method. Such a development might 
yield the right orders of magnitude in cases (B) and (C) of our theorem. 
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